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FROM WESTERN DESERT TO AMERICAN WAR FACTORIES

Three South African Air Force flight sergeants have just flown

from the Piddle East to the United Stales to tour American aircraft

factories.

All three were picked men, permanent Force aero-engine exports,
with first-hand knowledge of conditions in the Western Desert. They

went to America to give the engine designers the Benefit of

experience in the field, to receive instruction on the latest types
of aero-engines in the factories.

One of the flight sergeants is Afrikaans-speaking, horn in

Miedelburg 26 years ago. Another is a 24-yoar-old Durban man, while

the third, who is married, is 25 and was horn in East London. They

have all served in the S.A.A.F. for more than five years.

None of the throe had been out of Africa before, and their

flight from Cairo to Washington ms made in one aircraft, and ms

completed in 52 flying hours. They cross the South Atlantic in

12-1/2 hours with a moonlit sea below them and a tail-wind to help

them along.

It was a hot trip until they landed in Washington. Then they

stepped out on to the first ice they had seen on any aerodrome - and

fell flat on their backs.

They wore battle-dress during the journey, the first battle-

dress that many Americans had seen. If they stopped in the street

for a moment, they were surrounded by hospitable people anxious to

entertain them* They found it almost impossible to spend a dollar.

Unseen hosts in restaurants told the waiters not to accept payment

from them.



In cabarets spotlights would be turned on then suddenly, and the hostess'

would announce, "We have distinguished visitors here tonight, three South

Africans from the battlefields of Libya," after that introduction they
did not have to look far for dancing partners•

The three men worked .hard during their three months in the

American factories. They saw the tempo of production growing daily in

intensity, every section "rolling it out at full blast," with the stars

and stripes beside each work-bench to remind the workmen of the cause of

liberty,.

At each factory an instructor stripped an engine for them, explained
the parts, and pointed out where trouble might arise. The three South

Africans would then reassemble the engine. They also saw running tests

in which sand was blown into the engine to reproduce desert conditions.

During their air tour of the United States they flew from coast to

coast, visiting factories busy supplying aircraft for the Western Desert,

In Hollywood they were bewildered by the strange yellow "desert
sand" make-up worn by many women, until they learned that these were film

actresses straight from the studios, "The prettiest women in America were

the Hollywood waitresses, and the most remarkable women are the

secretaries we met in the aircraft factories,", declared one flight

sergeant, "We had not realised that such efficient people existed. They

could hold their own with any man in business,"

The South Africans have happy memories, too, of United States

Air Corps hospitality, Once, in a sergeants mess, they thought their

logs were being pulled when the waiter asked, "How would you like your

wggs done, sunnyside up or turned over?" After Western Desert rations

it seemed too luxurious, Miami, Florida, reminded the three men of home,

"Miami, with its bougainvillea, bananas, avocado pears and mangoes was

just like Durban," said one, "only fifty times as big,"

The three flight sergeants are now returning to their squadrons,
confident that they can solve any problem, of American engines that arises.
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